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Abstract20

Earth’s albedo has remained symmetric between the northern and southern hemispheres21

over the satellite record, a feature that climate models have difficulty capturing. We in-22

vestigate causes of these biases using a perturbed parameter ensemble of atmospheric23

simulations to probe the sensitivity of the albedo symmetry to cloud properties and the24

processes that control them. We find that the most significant parameters to simulated25

albedo symmetry impact precipitation, turbulent dissipation, and sea salt aerosol emis-26

sions. Constraining shortwave cloud feedbacks using the observed albedo symmetry leads27

to a range of +0.61±0.24 W m-2 K-1 (66% confidence). These are stronger than the model’s28

control settings due to greater loss of subtropical low clouds and weaker negative cloud29

phase feedback. Comparing the constrained and control parameter settings shows a pref-30

erence towards settings that would reduce the control simulation’s biases, indicating that31

the constraint can select for representations that capture the observed cloud cover.32

Plain Language Summary33

Despite the northern hemisphere having more reflective land surface area and higher34

aerosol concentrations than the southern hemisphere, observations show that greater cloud35

cover and albedo in the southern hemisphere compensates for the clear-sky differences36

so that the two hemispheres are nearly symmetric in albedo. This feature is not well re-37

produced by models because of albedo biases, which are in turn caused mostly by pa-38

rameterized cloud processes. We look at how parameterized processes in an ensemble of39

simulations in one model impact its hemispheric albedo differences, and investigate the40

parameter settings that lead to the model reproducing the hemispheric albedo symme-41

try. The parameter settings that produce a hemispheric albedo symmetry lead to reduced42

biases relative to the control simulation, and also produce stronger reinforcing climate43

feedbacks by clouds.44

1 Background45

Earth’s albedo is remarkably equal in the northern and southern hemispheres (NH46

and SH, respectively) in both early and modern satellite observations (Vonder Haar &47

Suomi, 1971; Stevens & Schwartz, 2012; Voigt et al., 2013; Stephens et al., 2015; Dat-48

seris & Stevens, 2021; Jönsson & Bender, 2022). This observation is significant because49

clouds compensate nearly exactly for the hemispheric asymmetry in clear-sky albedo that50

results from the higher concentrations of aerosols and land surface area in the NH, de-51

spite more ice-covered surface in the SH (Stephens et al., 2015; Diamond et al., 2022;52

Jönsson & Bender, 2022). While no physical explanation for why hemispheric differences53

in albedo might be minimized has been found, such an explanation could prove useful54

in constraining predictions of global cloud cover responses to different forcings, such as55

anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. General circulation models (GCMs) have great56

difficulty reproducing the albedo symmetry (Stephens et al., 2015; Diamond et al., 2022;57

Jönsson & Bender, 2022; Rugenstein & Hakuba, 2023; Crueger et al., 2023).58

The tropical maximum in cloud cover that follows the rising branch of Hadley cir-59

culation has been previously suggested as a compensating mechanism for hemispheri-60

cally asymmetric heating resulting from clear-sky albedo (Voigt et al., 2014). However,61

extratropical cloud cover has instead been found to be crucial in compensating for the62

clear-sky albedo asymmetry (Bender et al., 2017; Datseris & Stevens, 2021; Jönsson &63

Bender, 2022). Bender et al. (2017) found that the primary features of cloud cover over64

ocean that compensate for the clear-sky albedo asymmetry are greater cloud amount in65

the SH subtropics and both higher cloud amount and albedo in the SH midlatitudes. Datseris66

and Stevens (2021) found that cloud cover does not significantly differ over land or ice67

between the hemispheres, and that higher cloud amount and albedo over ocean – nor-68
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malized by area – in the SH provides nearly all of the cloud compensations to the clear-69

sky albedo asymmetry.70

Hemispheric differences in the midlatitude storm tracks significantly contribute to71

the midlatitude cloud albedo asymmetry (Blanco et al., 2023; Hadas et al., 2023), hint-72

ing at dynamic processes that may provide the crucial compensating extratropical cloud73

cover. The weaker NH storminess may be explained with greater surface energy fluxes74

and stronger circulation due to topographic forcing (Shaw et al., 2022). This links hemi-75

spheric differences in surface properties that partly determine the clear-sky albedo asym-76

metry to atmospheric heat transport and dynamics. Model biases in hemispheric albedo77

asymmetry are mainly set by SH midlatitude cloud albedo biases, underscoring their im-78

portance in compensating for the clear-sky albedo asymmetry (Jönsson & Bender, 2022).79

SH midlatitude albedo bias has been a long-standing issue in climate models (e.g. Hwang80

& Frierson, 2013; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2014) and is attributed to parametric uncertainty81

(e.g. Vergara-Temprado et al., 2018; Fiddes et al., 2022) and storm track dynamics (Priestley82

et al., 2023). Sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and surface energy budget biases also play83

a role in coupled models, creating the possibility for compensating errors (Kay et al., 2016;84

Hyder et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2022). These biases may have consequences for simulated85

climate and climate change projections both locally and globally (Mechoso et al., 2016;86

Chemke et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2022).87

As the relation between model mean-state biases and sensitivities to warming is88

not well understood (e.g. Dommenget, 2016; Kajtar et al., 2021; Zelinka et al., 2022),89

it is unclear what role albedo symmetry biases may play in their predictions. Models dis-90

agree on their projections of future changes in albedo symmetry in response to anthro-91

pogenic aerosol (Diamond et al., 2022) and CO2 forcings (Rugenstein & Hakuba, 2023;92

Jönsson & Bender, 2023). Although they agree on a darkening of the NH due to reduced93

ice cover with warming, models diverge on cloud-driven albedo asymmetry responses,94

with implications for their shortwave (SW) cloud feedbacks (Jönsson & Bender, 2023).95

In this study, we explore how modeled cloud properties and their sensitivities to96

processes that impact clouds set hemispheric differences in albedo using a perturbed pa-97

rameter ensemble (PPE) of simulations in one atmospheric model. This allows us to in-98

vestigate a spread of albedo asymmetries in one model and with direct knowledge of oth-99

erwise hard-to-trace parameterizations. Through this, we aim to shed light on discrep-100

ancies in simulated albedo symmetry and essential ingredients for reproducing albedo101

symmetry in climate models.102

2 Methods and Materials103

We use a PPE of 262 simulations (Eidhammer et al., 2023) made with the Com-104

munity Atmosphere Model version 6.3 (CAM6), the atmospheric component of the Com-105

munity Earth System Model version 2 (Danabasoglu et al., 2020), in 1° (nominal) res-106

olution. Each simulation is three years long and uses fixed SSTs and sea ice. We calcu-107

late statistics across ensemble members using the time-mean of each member; area av-108

erages are calculated using the cosine of latitude as meridional weights (assuming a spher-109

ical Earth).110

We use simulations made with both present-day (PD) forcings and a warming sce-111

nario forcing. PD forcings include fixed sea ice and SSTs (monthly averages for years112

1995-2010), and estimates of CO2 gas concentrations and aerosol emissions averaged over113

the years 1995-2005. The warming scenario imposes a uniform +4 K warming to the PD114

SSTs. To estimate SW cloud radiative feedback strengths, we divide the change in global115

mean SW cloud radiative effect (RCRE) by the change in global mean near-surface air116

temperature for each PPE member.117
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Perturbations were made across 45 parameters (see details in Eidhammer et al.,118

2023) in five CAM6 modules controlling cloud formation and turbulence, cloud micro-119

physics, aerosols and activation, and convection. The parameters contain 13 from the120

Cloud Layers Unified By Binormals (CLUBB) module (Golaz et al., 2002; Bogenschutz121

et al., 2013), 13 from the Morrison-Gettelman microphysics module (Gettelman & Mor-122

rison, 2015; Gettelman et al., 2015), 7 from the Zhang-McFarlane convection module (Zhang123

& McFarlane, 1995), 7 from the aerosols and activation (A/A) module, and 4 from the124

Parameterizations for Unified Microphysics Across Scales module. Perturbations were125

made simultaneously to all parameters across ranges of plausible values determined by126

expert judgment. Combinations of parameter settings were selected using Latin hyper-127

cube sampling to provide full coverage over the parameter space without introducing spu-128

rious correlations.129

To investigate the parameter space, we train Gaussian process emulators on the130

PPE’s hemispheric albedo asymmetries and SW cloud radiative feedback strengths us-131

ing the Earth System Emulator Python module (Watson-Parris et al., 2021); details on132

the emulations are given in the supplementary information. We generate 106 combina-133

tions of parameter settings uniformly and randomly sampled across the same range of134

perturbations as the PPE for each parameter as inputs to the emulators.135

Despite fixed sea ice conditions, clear-sky albedo varies in the PPE due to param-136

eters impacting aerosol representations and differences in surface albedo arising from pre-137

cipitation. However, given the prominent role of clouds in determining albedo and the138

hypothesis that clouds might regulate the hemispheric albedo symmetry, we focus our139

investigation on modeled cloud representations. Because of the length and prescribed140

conditions of the simulations, we are concerned with simulating the symmetry-establishing141

cloud cover, but not how it interacts with all possible components (e.g., ocean circula-142

tion) of a symmetry-maintaining mechanism. The pattern of SST changes with warm-143

ing is known to be highly relevant to cloud feedbacks (e.g. Rugenstein et al., 2023). How144

far these relate to feedbacks quantified over certain periods with specific SST patterns145

is an open question, and the PPE’s construction does not allow us to address this nor146

how they relate to albedo symmetry maintenance.147

3 Results148

Figure 1a-b shows RCRE and cloud fraction (f) bias in the PD control simulation149

relative to observational estimates over the period July 2002-June 2021 from Clouds and150

the Earth’s Radiant Energy System, Energy Balanced and Filled (CERES EBAF), Edi-151

tion 4.1 (NASA/LARC/SD/ASDC, 2019). The spread in albedo asymmetries (asymme-152

try hereafter defined as NH minus SH hemispheric mean reflected SW radiation) across153

the PPE’s simulations are presented in Figure 1c. These range from ca -18 to +12 W154

m-2 with PD forcings (Figure 1c), a spread much larger than that seen in multi-model155

ensembles (Stephens et al., 2015; Jönsson & Bender, 2022; Rugenstein & Hakuba, 2023;156

Jönsson & Bender, 2023). The degree and variability of symmetry seen in CERES EBAF157

occupies a small portion of this spread.158

Despite the large range of asymmetries across the PPE, the PD control simulation159

exhibits a small degree of asymmetry (-0.13 W m-2) compared to other GCMs (∼ ±5160

W m-2). However, Figure 1a-b illustrates that this is the result of compensating regional161

biases. Clouds in the control simulation reflect too much solar radiation in the tropics162

and too little in the subtropics relative to CERES EBAF, the latter primarily stemming163

from too little cloud amount in subtropical eastern ocean basins. The large spread of SW164

cloud radiative feedbacks in the PPE (Figure 1d) allows us to investigate what cloud prop-165

erties drive these feedbacks under global warming. In the following, we investigate which166

properties of the global cloud cover drive the PPE’s albedo asymmetry biases (Section167
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Figure 1. PD control simulation bias in RCRE (a) and cloud fraction (b), relative to the 20-

year mean of CERES EBAF (meridional profiles of zonal mean bias in W m-2 are included at the

right of each map), and probability density distributions of albedo asymmetry (c) and SW cloud

radiative feedback strengths (d). Grey bars are 20-bin histograms and curves are kernel density

estimates of emulations fitted to the distributions. Solid vertical lines represent CAM6 control

simulation asymmetry and SW cloud feedbacks. The red vertical shading in (c) represents the

constraint range of asymmetry seen in CERES EBAF (a standard deviation of 12-month running

means from the 20-year mean), and the red curve in (d) are the constrained emulated SW cloud

feedbacks (see Section 3.3).

3.1) and which parameters contribute most to them (Section 3.2); we will return to SW168

cloud feedbacks in Section 3.3.169

3.1 Ingredients for Hemispherically Asymmetric Cloud Cover170

Model parameterizations communicate variables from resolved large-scale processes171

to unresolved small-scale processes that in turn impact the climate system. Cloud pa-172

rameterizations translate large-scale dynamic and thermodynamic processes to their ef-173

fects on cloud formation and properties, which in turn determine their radiative effects.174

To estimate the degree of influence that each cloud property has on the albedo asym-175

metry across the PPE simulations, we calculate mutual information (MI; Cover & Thomas,176

2005) between simulated albedo asymmetry and hemispheric asymmetries in five cloud177

properties: in-cloud liquid and ice water paths (LWP and IWP, respectively), cloud amount178

f , liquid droplet number concentration ND, and cloud ice fraction fI , given as the ra-179

tio of IWP to the total cloud water content (LWP + IWP). MI is a measure of how much180

uncertainty in predicting one variable is reduced by knowledge of another; the details181

of these calculations can be found in the supplementary information. We find that the182

cloud properties of significant (with p < 0.05) importance to simulated albedo asym-183
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metry are, in descending order: LWP, cloud fraction, droplet concentration, and cloud184

ice fraction. Figure 2 displays maps of geographic covariances between simulated albedo185

asymmetry and these properties across the PPE, calculated independently for each grid186

cell along the ensemble member dimension.187

In the tropical western Pacific, higher cloud fraction is associated with more pos-188

itive albedo asymmetry (Figure 2b), likely by reinforcing the tropical cloud asymmetry189

driven by the northerly mean position of the ITCZ (Bender et al., 2017). Extratropical190

clouds play a more prominent role in the simulated albedo asymmetry. LWP covaries191

most heavily with albedo asymmetry in the midlatitudes, with increased LWP associ-192

ated with negative asymmetries (Figure 2a). Subtropical and midlatitude cloud fraction193

covary with albedo asymmetry, with reduced f being associated with positive asymme-194

tries (Figure 2a). ND impacts albedo asymmetry most strongly in the midlatitudes, and195

higher ND is associated with more negative asymmetry (Figure 2c). The overall depen-196

dence of albedo asymmetry on cloud phase is fairly evenly distributed so that increas-197

ing the ice content of clouds increases asymmetry (NH-brighter), but particularly so over198

subtropical eastern ocean basins and midlatitudes (Figure 2d).199

Figure 2 also compares the relation between simulated albedo asymmetries and hemi-200

spheric differences in LWP, f , and fI in 21 Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project201

(AMIP) models from the Climate Model Intercomparison Project, phase 6 (Eyring et202

al., 2016), and in the PPE. These simulations are made using estimates of time varying203

historical forcings, SSTs, and sea ice concentrations. We compute averages over the years204

2000-2014 and across 3 realizations of each model; the list of models, their references,205

and output used are given in the supplementary information. Across AMIP models, mod-206

eled hemispheric differences in cloud fraction have the strongest correlation with albedo207

asymmetries, followed by LWP. This disagreement points to climate models’ multi-generational208

problem of radiation biases stemming from cloud occurrence biases (e.g. Nam et al., 2012;209

Bender et al., 2017). That the PPE agrees with AMIP models on the relation between210

cloud properties and albedo asymmetry increases our confidence that the PPE is mean-211

ingfully sampling the sensitivity of modeled albedo symmetry to cloud properties.212

To summarize, we find that subtropical cloud amount as well as midlatitude cloud213

albedo and amount are the most relevant features of global cloud cover to simulated albedo214

asymmetries across the PPE. That extratropical clouds are the primary driver of albedo215

asymmetry in the PPE reflects previous findings (Jönsson & Bender, 2022) and their ca-216

pacity for driving changes in albedo asymmetry (Datseris & Stevens, 2021; Hadas et al.,217

2023; Jönsson & Bender, 2023). Considering these relations between cloud properties and218

asymmetry, we ask: what parameterized processes drive these variations in cloud cover219

across the PPE? In the next section, we present parameters that strongly impact albedo220

asymmetry in the PPE, and describe how they affect cloud properties and albedo.221

3.2 A Recipe for Albedo Symmetry: Sensitivity to Parameters222

To estimate the importance of each parameter to simulated albedo asymmetry, we223

calculate the MI between each parameter’s values and albedo asymmetries in PD sim-224

ulations. In this section, we present the parameters where knowledge of their settings225

significantly (with p < 0.05) reduce uncertainty in predicting asymmetries across the226

PPE, grouped according to the physical processes that they impact. Details and results227

of the MI calculations for all parameters are found in the supplementary information.228

Ten parameters are significant at this confidence level. We divide these parameters into229

three groups of processes: precipitation, turbulence, and sea salt aerosol emissions (Fig-230

ure 3).231

Of the 10 parameters that impact albedo and cloud asymmetries the most, five im-232

pact rain formation rates in liquid clouds, represented in models as the autoconversion,233

or the transformation of liquid cloud droplets into rain. Two of these belong to the au-234
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Figure 2. Maps of geographical covariance between the variable and asymmetry: (a) in-cloud

liquid water path (LWP), (b) cloud fraction (f), (c) cloud droplet number concentration (ND),

and (d) cloud ice content fraction (fI). Profiles of zonal means are included to the right of each

map, in the same units. Middle column: simulated asymmetries in AMIP models (e-g) and PPE

members (h-j) plotted against NH-SH hemispheric mean differences in LWP, f , and fI . Model

numbers (markers) are as listed in Table S1; lines in e-j are ordinary least squares regressions,

and dashed lines indicate the fit’s 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 3. Maps of covariance between parameters’ normalized settings and reflected SW

radiation across the PPE’s PD simulations for parameters that significantly impact the albedo

asymmetry in the PPE, grouped according to the processes that they impact: (a-f) precipita-

tion processes, (g-h) turbulence, and (i) sea salt aerosol emissions. To the right of each map is

a meridional profile of zonal mean covariance. clubb C6thlb is not shown (see Supplementary

Figure S5).

toconversion rate parameterization (from Khairoutdinov & Kogan, 2000; hereafter KK00)235

implemented in the CAM6 cloud microphysics module. This parameterization is formu-236

lated so that autoconversion is exponentially dependent upon LWP and inversely expo-237

nentially dependent upon ND; the exponents are set with these two parameters. For a238

given LWP, increasing ND reduces drizzle formation and extends cloud lifetime. Weak-239

ening the dependence upon LWP (ND) by increasing micro mg autocon lwp exp (de-240

creasing micro mg autocon nd exp) decreases autoconversion, increasing cloud lifetime.241

Their ability to impact albedo asymmetry stems from higher autoconversion rates de-242

creasing LWP symmetrically over ocean (Supplementary Figure S7) in the NH and SH,243

but decreasing f more in the SH than in the NH (Supplementary Figure S9).244
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One parameter from the deep convection scheme (Zhang & McFarlane, 1995; here-245

after ZM95), zmconv c0 ocn, impacts autoconversion rates over ocean. In ZM95, con-246

vective autoconversion is the product of the coefficient zmconv c0 ocn, upward mass flux,247

and cloud water content. To similar magnitudes in both hemispheres, increasing zmconv c0 ocn248

decreases albedo (Supplementary Figures S8 and S10 illustrate that this is via lower LWP249

and f , respectively) in the tropical western oceans, but increases it in the subtropical250

eastern oceans and midlatitudes (via higher f , see Supplementary Figure S10). This is251

likely because it increases cloud sinks in deep convective regimes over tropical western252

oceans, but impacts trade wind cumulus regions differently in boundary layer interac-253

tions (Zhang & McFarlane, 1995). Figure 3c suggests that its hemispherically asymmet-254

ric impact stems mostly from the SH’s extensive ocean coverage.255

The parameter clubb C2rt dissipates variances in total water mixing ratios and256

liquid water potential temperatures, smoothing precipitation; increasing this parame-257

ter decreases (increases) albedo wherever precipitation is less (more) important to cloud258

lifetime and thus albedo (Guo et al., 2015). This affects albedo asymmetry by decreas-259

ing tropical and subtropical albedo via reduced f , and increasing midlatitude albedo via260

greater LWP and f . Guo et al. (2015) found that clubb C2rt has an effective control261

on global low cloud cover (LCC) by strengthening or weakening inversions, and that its262

impact on LCC is greatest in the midlatitudes where it interacts with autoconversion263

parameterizations. At high values, clubb C2rt’s interactions with KK00 and other ac-264

cretion parameters within the microphysics scheme suppress autoconversion by decreas-265

ing variances of cloud water content, which is used to determine accretion process rates.266

The parameter microp aero wsubi min sets minimimum subgrid vertical veloci-267

ties required for freezing activation of aerosols, and links cloud phase partitioning to sim-268

ulated albedo asymmetry. Increasing this reduces IWP and fI , and increases LWP and269

f . This parameter especially impacts SH midlatitude cloud albedo. SH midlatitude clouds270

are made brighter than their NH counterparts by larger portions of supercooled liquid271

water, and long-standing biases in modeled phase partitioning have been shown to im-272

pact their representations and responses in GCMs (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2016). This re-273

sult supports previous findings that asymmetries in midlatitude cloud microphysical prop-274

erties are important to the hemispheric albedo symmetry (Bender et al., 2017; Datseris275

& Stevens, 2021; Jönsson & Bender, 2022).276

Turbulent boundary layer processes are also important to simulated albedo asym-277

metry in the PPE. One parameter from the CLUBB scheme, clubb C14, affects simu-278

lated albedo asymmetries through damping horizontal wind variances. Increasing the dis-279

sipation of horizontal turbulence decreases f and LWP over the subtropics and midlat-280

itudes, but its impact is asymmetrically stronger in the SH midlatitudes. Dissipating hor-281

izontal wind variances leads to reduced vertical velocity variances because of continu-282

ity, driving a net loss in turbulent kinetic energy. Turbulence-driven moisture transfer283

between the surface and cloud layer is key to the growth of boundary layer clouds (Wood,284

2012). This parameter has also been used in tuning by acting as a dial for global LCC285

and thus albedo (Golaz et al., 2019, 2022). Two further CLUBB parameters – clubb C6rtb286

and clubb C6thlb – impact vertical scalar water fluxes within clouds with buoyancy damp-287

ing, specifically for clouds with highly skewed variances of vertical velocities (i.e. cumuli-288

form clouds). Because these parameters operate similarly, they are perturbed simulta-289

neously and equally in the PPE. Increasing damping reduces vertical water fluxes, re-290

ducing cloud growth in the tropics and subtropics. This lowers albedo by reducing f and291

LWP.292

Finally, the parameter that scales sea salt aerosol emissions (seasalt emis scale)293

is significant to simulated albedo asymmetry in the PPE; this parameter increases albedo294

primarily in the midlatitudes, where surface winds are strongest. The effect of emitting295

more sea salt aerosols is twofold: first, higher concentrations increase the clear-sky re-296

flectivity of the atmosphere, and second, they act as cloud condensation nuclei for liq-297
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uid cloud droplets. The latter effect of increased sea salt aerosols is higher cloud albedo298

through higher ND and longer lifetime (Fan et al., 2016; Szopa et al., 2021). Figure 3g299

illustrates that the parameter’s effects are greatest in the SH midlatitudes. The consid-300

erable uncertainties of sea salt aerosol emissions, concentrations, and compositions as301

well as their effects on clouds in both observations and model parameterizations would302

make them a critical point in representations of albedo symmetry, but the complex con-303

nection between aerosols and albedo makes a realistic representation difficult to achieve304

(de Leeuw et al., 2011; Tsigaridis et al., 2013; Carslaw et al., 2013; McCoy et al., 2015;305

Hartery et al., 2020).306

3.3 Albedo Symmetry as a Constraint307

In model development, poorly constrained parameters are often changed in order308

to tune towards radiative balance closure and reasonable global mean values (Bender,309

2008; Mauritsen et al., 2012; Hourdin et al., 2017). Tuning a model presents challenges310

that require making compromises between variables of interest, hence compensating er-311

rors in models that allow them to reasonably capture bulk properties of Earth’s climate312

system. Using the PPE’s coverage of settings in its parameter space to find combinations313

of parameters that lead to albedo symmetry allows us to see how tuning a model to the314

observed albedo symmetry might affect the model’s radiative feedbacks and sensitivity315

to forcings. Because it is postulated that a mechanism that would maintain hemispheric316

albedo symmetry would primarily implicate clouds, it would first and foremost affect SW317

cloud feedbacks. Here we make use of the PPE’s spread in SW cloud feedback strengths318

to investigate how constraining the parameter space with the observed hemispheric albedo319

symmetry impacts SW cloud feedbacks. We hypothesize that the model’s climate and320

feedbacks would behave differently from the control when constrained with the hemispheric321

albedo symmetry because it could reduce compensating errors by introducing a check322

based on bulk spatial features of the planetary albedo.323

To test this hypothesis, we constrain combinations of parameter settings that lead324

to emulated albedo asymmetries that fall near the observed degree of albedo symmetry.325

For the constraint bounds, we use CERES EBAF time-mean hemispheric albedo asym-326

metry and the standard deviation in 12-month running means over the July 2002-June327

2021 period as the constraint bounds. Figure 1c-d shows the emulated distributions of328

albedo asymmetries and SW cloud feedbacks, the constraint span (Figure 1c), and the329

distribution of constrained SW cloud feedbacks (dashed curve in Figure 1d). Only 4.8%330

of the emulated asymmetries lie within the constraint bounds. Constrained parameter331

setting combinations (Supplementary Figure S4) include a large number of combinations332

that lead to compensating biases that can yield albedo symmetry; however, their distri-333

butions allow us to find where in the parameter range they tend towards when the model334

produces albedo symmetry.335

The albedo symmetry constraint leads to stronger positive SW cloud feedback strengths336

(+0.61±0.24 W m-2 K-1 for 66% confidence interval bounds) relative to the control sim-337

ulation (+0.41 W m-2 K-1) and excludes negative feedbacks (>99% confidence), in line338

with estimates based on multiple lines of evidence (Forster et al., 2021). Two of the sig-339

nificant parameters listed in Section 3.2 tend towards agreement with the control set-340

tings (clubb C2rt and micro mg autocon nd exp), while seasalt emis scale differs341

from the control settings, tending towards higher values.342

Parameters impacting cloud ice content tend towards reducing ice in the base state.343

micro mg dcs (controlling the size threshold for the autoconversion of cloud ice parti-344

cles to snow) tends towards lower values than the control, which causes a higher precip-345

itation efficiency in mixed phase clouds, shortening their lifetime, and increase sinks for346

cloud ice particles. Constrained parameter settings reduce the freezing activation of aerosols347

by scaling down vertical velocities in A/A module calculations (lower microp aero wsubi scale).348
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microp aero wsubi min has a slight tendency towards higher values, also reducing the349

freezing activation of aerosols. Constrained parameter settings for warm rain formation350

(micro mg autocon lwp exp and micro mg accre enhan fact, which enhances accre-351

tion rates) would reduce warm rain efficiency. These effects contribute to longer cloud352

lifetimes, which would reduce the control simulation’s too-dark subtropical cloud albedo353

bias (Figure 1a-b).354

The sum effects of parameter tendencies controlling autoconversion and mixed phase355

processes are to trade warm rain formation efficiency for higher mixed phase precipita-356

tion efficiency. The impact of these constrained settings is reduced cloud ice content in357

the base state, weakening the negative feedback gained from the transition of cloud ice358

to liquid water with warming. This has been found to contribute to stronger positive SW359

cloud feedbacks among models (Bjordal et al., 2020).360

Constrained settings for clubb C14 tend towards dissipating less turbulence than361

the control. Similarly, one CLUBB parameter that damps vertical wind variance and thus362

dissipates turbulence (clubb C1) tends towards less damping than the control. These363

decreased turbulent dissipation settings increase cloud fraction and LWP (Figures S6 and364

S8, respectively). Other CLUBB parameters that impact LCC, clubb C6rtb (and like-365

wise clubb C6thlb) and clubb gamma coef, tend towards lower settings that decrease366

in-cloud vertical moisture fluxes and variances in vertical distributions, respectively, rel-367

ative to the control. These tendencies favors stratocumulus over cumulus growth in the368

subtropics and trade wind regions by retaining moisture in the boundary layer. In agree-369

ment with the control settings are the constrained distributions of the damping param-370

eter for third-moment vertical velocity variances (clubb C8), which tend towards high371

values, favoring stratocumulus growth.372

The sum effect of constrained turbulence-related parameter tendencies would be373

to promote LCC in the base state by allowing turbulence and moisture to persist in the374

boundary layer, which would act to reduce too-weak subtropical RCRE bias in the con-375

trol simulation (Figure 1a). This also makes LCC more sensitive to dynamical conditions376

in ways that amplify LCC losses with warming; this is supported by analyzing the co-377

variance between LCC reductions in warming scenario simulations and parameter set-378

tings in (Supplementary Figure S16), analogous to the maps in Figure 3.379

Constrained settings for the deep convective cloud fraction parameter (cldfrc dp2)380

tend to be lower than the control settings; this would lower deep convective cloud frac-381

tion and thus tropical albedo. The air mass entrainment rate parameter (zmconv dmpdz)382

tends towards lower values in albedo symmetry-constrained distributions than the con-383

trol. This would decrease LCC and albedo by drying the troposphere locally, but increase384

subtropical LCC due to the stronger subsidence necessitated by more intense tropical385

convection. Lower entrainment rates also make Hadley circulation strength more sen-386

sitive to warming and contribute to more positive low cloud feedbacks (Schiro et al., 2022).387

The associated SW cloud feedbacks would thus be more strongly positive as a result of388

weakening convection and subsidence leading to stronger LCC loss with warming (Sup-389

plementary Figure S16). Beyond SW cloud feedbacks, convective entrainment rates have390

implications for other feedbacks and climate sensitivity in other models (Mauritsen et391

al., 2012; Tomassini et al., 2015).392

4 Discussion and Conclusions393

We identified ten key parameters influencing simulated albedo asymmetry across394

a PPE of atmospheric simulations. Our findings highlight the cloud cover features that395

amplify simulated asymmetry through parametric uncertainties and indicate which pro-396

cesses are crucial. These parameters control precipitation efficiencies (impacting cloud397

lifetime), turbulence (impacting LCC), and sea salt aerosol emissions (impacting both398
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clear-sky and cloud albedo). The prominence of low cloud-related parameters underscores399

their role in hemispheric albedo symmetry. Given their significant contributions to plan-400

etary albedo (Wood, 2012) as well as total cloud feedbacks (Forster et al., 2021), this sug-401

gests that achieving realistic hemispheric albedo symmetry in models is relevant for pre-402

dictions of future climate. LCC-determining processes that impact albedo asymmetry403

the most in the PPE are related to precipitation efficiency and turbulent dissipation. Precipitation-404

related parameters are most active in the extratropics and determine much of the vari-405

ance in asymmetry across the PPE. Turbulence-related parameters primarily impact ex-406

tratropical cloud amount. These effects are concentrated in the SH midlatitudes, high-407

lighting their importance to the albedo symmetry.408

We also constrain SW cloud feedbacks to the sector of the parameter space where409

albedo symmetry is reproduced and find them to be more strongly positive than those410

of the model’s control settings, and interpret the constrained parameter settings in or-411

der to explain these higher feedback strengths. Firstly, LCC is likely more sensitive to412

warming than in the control due to greater sensitivities to turbulence. This has the added413

effect of increasing LCC in the base state, which would reduce subtropical albedo biases414

seen in the control simulation. Secondly, warm rain formation may be overly efficient in415

the control simulation, which may be compensated for by underestimated mixed-phase416

precipitation formation. The effects of the constrained parameter settings on the base417

state are twofold: liquid clouds would be longer lived, and cloud ice content would be418

reduced due to greater cloud ice sinks. The tradeoff between higher mixed phase pre-419

cipitation efficiencies and lower warm rain formation rates would have minimal impacts420

on midlatitude cloud albedo, but the reduced base state cloud ice content would yield421

weaker negative midlatitude cloud phase feedbacks. Lastly, base state tropical convec-422

tive cloud amount would be reduced and deep convection would be stronger due to re-423

duced entrainment. The latter would lead to tropospheric drying and reduced LCC in424

the tropics. These would reduce tropical biases seen in the control simulation, and the425

increased sensitivity of Hadley circulation would lead to more positive cloud feedbacks.426

Our hypothesis that reproducing the hemispheric albedo symmetry in a model has427

implications for the strengths of SW cloud feedbacks follows from the reasoning that it428

would necessarily require bulk spatial features of global cloud cover to be reproduced.429

This would ideally arise from reduced compensating errors and more accurately repre-430

sented cloud cover- and albedo-determining processes; that the constrained parameter431

settings tend towards reducing biases present in the PPE’s control simulation supports432

this being the case. We therefore propose that the observed hemispheric albedo symme-433

try may be a useful tuning guide for climate models by not only improving model cloud434

representation, but also constraining SW cloud radiative feedbacks. However, in order435

to better constrain SW cloud feedbacks, more constraints are necessary; promising can-436

didates are LWP and f , as discussed around Figure 2. Our results illustrate the useful-437

ness of the PPE in representing the spread of albedo symmetry in GCMs and leading438

us to processes relevant to establishing albedo symmetry.439
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